
White and Ukrainian Studio Zmist
initiate cooperation agreement
When the Ukrainian architectural firm Studio Zmist sent out a wide request to European
architectural firms for cooperation in the restoration and rebuilding of Ukraine, White Arkitekter
was quick to respond. Now, a cooperation agreement has been signed between the two
architectural firms. A long-term collaboration in both business and knowledge sharing built on
each other’s expertise in architecture and sustainable urban design.

Months of fierce fighting have devastated large parts of Ukrainian cities and infrastructure. And almost all
the architectural and construction markets are frozen in Ukraine. Hence, Studio Zmist reached out to a
couple of architectural studios for collaboration in the post-war reconstruction and development of
Ukraine.

– Soon, we will need to rebuild damaged and develop destroyed buildings and cities. And we will need to
do it together, with our colleagues from White and other studios and companies who will be ready to
work together in the nearest future. We believe that collaborating with international studios for Ukrainian
architects could be a win-win case right now, said Markiian Maksymiuk, Architect and Partner at Studio
Zmist.

In difficult times, when things are put to the extreme, new possibilities and collaborations emerge that
can lead to something very positive. When White Arkitekter received the email from Studio Zmist, the
Swedish-founded practice was quick to invite a dialogue that led to a tangible cooperation agreement
based on equal terms. It is not just about rebuilding what has been destroyed, it is as much an
opportunity to make major changes for a more sustainable development and right old planning
problems.

– Ukrainian architects do not seek cooperation to survive, but to be able to deliver greener and more
sustainable cities in Ukraine, not only repair and restore them to their original form. The agreement with
Studio Zmist is built on complementing each other with knowledge and experience. In this case we will
learn from each other and collaborate in specific joint projects, said Carl Bäckstrand, Deputy CEO and
International Director at White Arkitekter.

In addition to knowledge exchange and joint projects, the architectural firms hope that this cooperation
agreement will inspire more cross-border collaborations between actors in the construction industry.
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Founded by Sidney White in 1951, White Arkitekter is Scandinavia’s leading architectural
practice. We work with sustainable architecture, urban design, landscape, and interiors to create
lasting value for current and future generations. We are an employee-owned collective of about
700 employees with a presence in Sweden, Norway, Denmark, UK, Germany, Canada, and East
Africa. As architects, we have a responsibility to take action against climate change and by
2030, we aim for all our projects will be climate neutral. To that end, we have strengthened
research and design skills that focus on timber technologies. Our Roadmap 2030 sets out
White’s direction for how it will contribute to the transition required in society to achieve
national and international climate goals, as well as our own. From relocating the Arctic city of
Kiruna two miles east, to empowering women at Panzi Hospital, we put people, planet, and
local economies at the forefront of design.

Connect with us to learn more: www.whitearkitekter.com or @whitearkitekter on social media.
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